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On June 26, 2017, the European Commission fined Google €2.42 billion for abusing its 
dominance as a search engine by giving illegal advantage to its own comparison shopping 
service.2 On July 18, 2018, the European Commission fined Google €4.34 billion for having 
illegally strengthened the dominance of Google’s search engine via Android mobile devices.3 
Thirdly and lastly, on March 20, 2019, the European Commission fined Google €1.49 billion 
for having illegally imposed restrictive clauses to third-party websites through AdSense for 
Search.4 Whereas the Commission sent the Statement of Objections simultaneously on July 
14, 2016 for both the Google Shopping case and the Google AdSense case, the latter required 
more time for the Commission to issue the fine for “illegal misuse of its dominant position in 
the market for the brokering of online search adverts” said Commissionner Margrether 
Vestager.5  

 

AdSense for Search’s dominance in online search adverts 

The Commission investigated the agreements between Google and its partners relating to its 
online search advertising intermediation programme, AdSense. The Commission found that 
Google restricted the ability of certain third-party websites, both existing and potential 
competitors, to display search advertisements, henceforth “cement[ing] its dominance in 
online search adverts and shield[ing] itself from competitive pressure [...].”6 Considered to 
be “illegal under EU antitrust rules,” Commissioner Vestager condemned these practices for 
having “lasted over 10 years and denied other companies the possibility to compete on the 
merits and to innovate.”7 AdSense for Search enjoyed, according to the Commission, a 
market dominance in online search advertising intermediation spanning from 70 percent in 
2006 through 2016, up to 75 percent since 2016 in national markets.  

 

Anticompetitive supply obligation clauses  

The alleged anticompetitive practices consisted in exclusivity clauses included from 2006 
until 2009, thereby requiring exclusivity for Google search adverts in third-party websites. 
From 2009 onwards, Google introduced “Premium Placement” clauses according to which 
Google search adverts were assured the most visible (thus most profitable) placements over 
rivals’ search adverts. Finally, these practices included Google’s veto power over any 
changes in the display of search adverts by third-party websites.  

According to the European Commission, these practices are illegal under EU law because 
Google had abused its market dominance for online search advertising intermediation, these 
practices being tantamount to both “exclusive supply obligation” (as for the practices from 
2006 to 2009) and a “relaxed exclusivity” strategy (from 2009 onwards). According to the 
Commission, Google failed to show efficiencies capable of justifying these practices, which 
therefore “harmed competition and consumers, and stifled innovation.”8 The fine imposed 
is not so much intended to end ongoing illegal practices, since these had already stopped in 
July 2016 at the time when antitrust investigations started, but rather to prevent the 
adoption of similar practices and provide a legal basis for potential subsequent civil actions 
for damages brought by competitors or consumers against Google.9  
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Based on the press release of the European Commission, the alleged anticompetitive 
practices differ greatly from the two previous Google cases. In Google Shopping, the alleged 
abuse consisted in the illegal leveraging of market dominance by Google’s general search 
engine onto shopping comparison services in order to cement Google’s search engine’s 
dominance and to become dominant on the shopping comparison services not because of its 
own merits,  according to the Commission. In Google Android, the Commission blamed Google 
for imposing illegal restrictions on Android device manufacturers and network operators to 
cement the dominance of the Google search engine. In both cases, leveraging abuses (be it 
tying, bundling, or any new type of lock-in effect) were at the heart of the fining decisions 
against Google.10 With the Google AdSense decision, leveraging theory is absent and the 
alleged abuses are said to take place in the online search advertising intermediation market 
as such: the abuse of dominance was exerted on this market, where Google is a dominant 
player, irrespective of Google’s dominance on the search engine market.11  

The identified abuses are two-fold: (1) an exclusivity supply clause from 2006 to 2009; and 
(2) a “relaxed exclusivity” clause, similar to a prominent placement clause, from 2009 
onwards. The abuses are only, according to the press release, to fall within the remit of 
Article 102 TFEU which prohibits abuses of dominant position12 – therefore reneging on the 
possibility of finding Article 101 TFEU abuse for vertical agreements.  

As per the exclusivity clause, these vertical restraints can fall not only within the remit of 
Article 101 TFEU but, most interestingly for the case here discussed, altogether within the 
remit of Article 102 TFEU13. Indeed, the Article 102 Guidance14 provides insights into the 
antitrust analysis to be carried out for exclusive dealings which include exclusive purchasing 
obligations and conditional rebates15. Here, exclusive supply obligations such as in the 
present Google AdSense decision are part of exclusive dealing. Indeed, the Commission states 
that: 

the notion of exclusive dealing includes exclusive supply obligations or incentives with the 
same effect, whereby the dominant undertaking tries to foreclose its competitors by 
hindering them from purchasing from suppliers. The Commission considers that such input 
foreclosure is in principle liable to result in anti-competitive foreclosure if the exclusive 
supply obligation or incentive ties most of the efficient input suppliers and customers 
competing with the dominant undertaking are unable to find alternative efficient sources of 
input supply.16  

It therefore appears that illegal foreclosure arising out of exclusive supply obligations is 
possible when (i) such obligations tie in efficient input suppliers; and (ii) when no alternative 
efficient sources of supply exist.17 As for the latter condition, in the Google AdSense case, 
since Google’s search engine prohibits competitors in online search advertising from  selling 
advertising space in Google’s own search engine result pages,18 it appears that this condition 
is satisfied.19 As for the former condition of tie-in, it would be challenging to argue that 
Google’s search engine, which is tied-in with Google AdSense, is not the “efficient input 
supplier” given its efficiency and appeal to consumers. The main question should rather be 
on the reality of the harm allegedly imposed on consumers from using such an efficient search 
engine compared to less efficient search engines. For, under current EU antitrust rules, 
exclusive supply obligations from a dominant firm would likely lead to form an abuse under 
Article 102 TFEU.20 

The difficulty of apprehending the complexity of digital platforms pares down to the 
economic reality of any consumer harm due to either the exclusive supply obligations 
enforced initially, and the “relaxed exclusivity” strategy enforced subsequently. At para.36 
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of the Article 102 Guidance, the Commission refers to the concept of “unavoidable trading 
partner”: [i]f the dominant undertaking is an unavoidable trading partner for all or most 
customers, even an exclusive purchasing obligation of short duration can lead to anti-
competitive foreclosure.” It is this notion that is implicitly referred to in the press release 
whereby Google’s search engine is considered to be an unavoidable trading partner, 
tantamount to an essential facility for search engines. Based on an ad-financed business 
model, Google has invested massively in order to provide free services for consumers but 
also, and relevant for the present case, for third-party websites. The flawed application of 
an essential facility doctrine on Google partakes to the criticism of the absence of a neutral 
ranking of search advertising (or, elusively, the so-called “search neutrality”) whilst the 
absence of discrimination between advertisers can hardly be imposed because Google’s 
entire business model relies on the profitability of its search advertising results.21 

 

Be it through exclusive placements or through premium placements, Google’s search 
advertising results are the necessary condition for the viability of the business’ two-sided 
model whereby customers (Google’s advertisers or the rivals’ advertisers) are selected in a 
discretionary manner in order to provide free services (search toolbar on third-party 
websites).22 This business model should not cause antitrust concerns as long as competing 
search toolbars are available for third-party websites, wherein alternative search engines 
can offer third-party websites different services. Indeed, the freely available ad-financed 
toolbar offered by Google could face competition from payable, ad-free toolbars offered by 
competing search engines.  

The reasoning of the Commission, furthermore, brushes away the efficiencies which could 
justify exclusivity clauses and, a fortiori, privileged placements. Indeed, whilst para.46 of 
the Article 102 Guidance provides for an efficiency defense of exclusive supply obligations – 
namely in “transaction-related cost advantages” and “certain relationship-specific 
investments” – it is obvious that Google invests specifically in each and every website where 
the toolbar is present. Not only does this represent a cost advantage to consumers because 
the services are offered free of charge, conditional to Google’s ad-financed business model, 
but the relationship-specific investments are uncontestable. Google has to create, invent, 
and maintain the dedicated toolbar for one single individual website. The feasibility of 
replicating these toolbars easily on other websites is highly dubious, since each website 
requires specific maintenance from Google. These efficiencies have been cast away by the 
Commission without further consideration. The excessively formalistic legal analysis on which 
the Commission seems to rely is weakened by the economic analysis pitfalls of both the 
presence of efficiencies as justifications and ignorance of the intrinsic nature of Google’s 
business model, whereby non-discriminated search advertising results are both vaguely 
enforceable as well as probably detrimental to final consumers. 

To conclude, the Google AdSense decision fits perfectly within a line of decisions issued 
against Google wherein its business model – i.e. ad-financed free services – casts doubt onto 
the classical analysis of the Commission on pricing strategies and the discrimination principle 
(i.e. the debatable search neutrality23). These decisions prevent inventiveness, not only in 
products and services, but in business models that compete with one another in a beneficial 
competitive process oft-claimed and relied upon by the Commission but too often hampered 
by zealous antitrust interventions. If fines always come in threes with Google in the EU, 
appeals may finally also come in threes.24 
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